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Abstract. The aim of this paper is to describe a systematic way to construct tests from a formal software specification for validating a system implementation. In order to achieve this goal, the specification could be extended to create UML states that directly address those aspects of the system we wish to test. The presented technique generates test cases from UML communication and state machine diagrams which allow testing a correct class integration of object-oriented software. UML state machine diagrams provide a good way for test generation in a form that can be easily manipulated. The concept of the technique and an example model are presented.

1. Introduction

Model-based testing has become popular not only in software design and development, but is widely used for testing. There is a number of advantages as well as difficulties and shortcomings of various model-based approaches. Many object-oriented techniques have been used as solutions to address the increasing demand for assuring software quality.

Many researches were done to ensure the correct software object functionality, however a large amount of errors are introduced by object integration. Many different UML models have been used for object integration testing including state machine, sequence and communication diagrams [1, 2, 3]. Object-oriented systems are based on their object interactions and incorrect behaviors are observed during integration such as missing functions, various conflicts between objects.

The technique we will present in this paper improves integration testing of object-oriented software by taking into account all class states interacting in a communication diagram. There are many researches made on testing system state-based behavior using state machine or UML interaction diagrams for the interacting behavior [4, 5, 6, 7]. In this paper, system object interactions in all possible states will be modeled using state machine and communication diagrams.

2. The Testing Technique Proposal

We propose a testing model which is created by generating communication and state machine diagrams. The main focus is on testing all possible state interactions between objects in the model [8]. As mentioned before, our approach can be used to test the object integration, therefore it should be applied during the class integration phase.

2.1. The Testing Process Concept

The process can be separated into these activities:

- Construction of UML communication diagram.
- Defining state machine diagrams corresponding to the objects from communication diagram.
- Test path generation based on all path coverage criteria [9] and test execution. Paths from the test model are executed and object states before and after execution of each message in a test path are stored [10]. States of the objects are defined using state invariants.
- Comparison of the object states after test execution and the expected states from the model. The test case is considered to have failed in case the object state is not in the expected state [11].

Figure 1 illustrates the described approach with more details.

There is a need to specify guard conditions (state invariants), which is done by using OCL [12, 14]. Each object in the communication diagram corresponds to an instance of a class and should have a corresponding state machine diagram. Connections in the proposed model can emerge between objects in the communication diagram and between states in the state machine diagram. Connections in the communication diagram should have a unique number, operation, receiver and sender objects. Connections between states include a unique number, operation, accepting state and sending state as shown in Figure 2. An extra effort is needed to specify this in a model.
2.2. Building UML Test Model

An example of the described model will be provided in this section. The simulation of an Automated Teller Machine application will be modeled [13]. The system is started up when the operator turns the operator switch to the "on" position. A session is started when a customer inserts an ATM card into the card reader slot of the machine. The ATM pulls the card into the machine and reads it. (If the reader cannot read the card due to an improper insertion or a damaged stripe, the card is ejected, an error screen is displayed, and the session is aborted). The customer is asked to enter his/her PIN, and is then allowed to perform one or more transactions, choosing from a menu of possible types of transaction in each case. When the customer is through performing transactions, the card is ejected from the machine and the session ends. A transaction is aborted due to a number of invalid PIN entries or after the "Cancel" button is pressed by user.

A transaction is started within a session when a customer chooses a transaction type from a menu of options. If PIN is valid, any steps needed to complete the transaction will be performed. If the bank reports that the customer's PIN is invalid, then an attempt will be made to continue the transaction. If the customer's card is retained due to too many invalid PINs, the transaction will be aborted, and the customer will not be offered the option of doing another one.

If a transaction is cancelled by the customer, or fails for any reason other than repeated entries of an invalid PIN, a screen will display the information for the customer about the reason of the transaction failure. The customer may cancel a transaction by pressing the Cancel key as described for each individual type of transaction below.

A corresponding communication diagram is shown in Figure 3.

Objects from communication diagram have corresponding state machine diagrams representing different states of the objects as illustrated in Figure 4 to 6.
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Figure 4. DisplayManager state machine diagram
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| turnOff() [off=true] |
| showIdle() [activeSession =0] |

ServingCustomer

Figure 5. Transaction state machine diagram

The communication diagrams model focuses on the use case execution by calling system level operations. The object state machine diagram contains its states and the messages the object can receive in those states. There is a set of messages with state information of each object in the communication diagrams.

The goal of the model is to create a graph combining communication and state machine diagrams. There is a number of vertices created for the classes. They represent different states in which the message can be received. Vertices belonging to the same class are grouped in the box. In this way the graph is built combining communication and state machine diagrams. The example graph of ATM application is shown in Figure 7. All objects in the graph have information about the class name and state. Connections between objects in communication diagram have unique numbers identifying them. State machine diagram connections contain information about the condition.

Figure 6. Session state machine diagram

Figure 7. Test model graph
2.3. Covering Paths in the Graph

The generated test paths test communication between classes, each of them having states. This testing path starts from the first graph node and has a set of messages for the communication. When constructing a path, only those state machine diagram connections are selected which are valid for the corresponding connection in the communication diagram. However, it is not always possible to execute all paths due to the guard conditions.

The main steps to generate test paths are presented in Figure 8. Every generated path is stored as a string containing a chain of connections between objects in appropriate states. These tests paths can be presented as an OCL set of strings. Every connection contains detailed information about the message, therefore messages in test paths are identified by numbers and names. Each message contains information regarding the test path, the condition which is needed for conditional messages only, message and class names, state, guard, result state. They are combined in the following way:

Sequence_nr:[iteration][Condition]msg_name@class
name@state_id->[Guard]result_state

The whole test path is composed of a set of such messages combined with each other. In order to test the integration of application completely using the proposed approach, each state connection of the diagram has to be executed at least once. Then generated test paths are parsed in order to identify objects and states. The result of one test path generation for ATM application would look like as follows:

1. startSDisplayManager@IDLE->[activeSession=0]ServingCustomer
2. transaction=true]initSession$Session@Reading
Card->[cardRead=false]Ejecting Card
3. cardEntered=true]initTransaction()$Transaction@Getting Specifics->
[specificsCorrect=true]Sending to Bank

```
TestPaths: a sequence of test paths
MessageEdges: a sequence of message edges in model
TransitionEdges: a sequence of transition edges corresponding to a message edge
messageEdgeModel: a message edge in model
transitionEdgeModel: a transition edge in model
messageEdge: a part of test path corresponding to a message edge
transitionEdge: a part of test path corresponding to a transition edge of the message edge

1. TestPaths ::= []
2. MessageEdges ::= Model.messageEdge
3. for each messageEdge in MessageEdges
4.   messageEdge ::= messageEdgeModel.constraint + messageEdgeModel.associatedOperation+"$" + messageEdgeModel.receiverClass+"$"
5. if TestPaths.length = 0
6.   TestPaths->insertAt(1,messageEdge)
7. else
8.   for (i = 1 to TestPaths.length)
9.     TestPaths.insertAt(i, join(TestPaths.at(i), messageEdge))
10. end for
11. end if
12. TransitionEdges ::= messageEdgeModel.transition
13. n ::= TestPaths.length
14. for (j=1 to TransitionEdges.length-1)
15.   for (i=1 to n)
16.     TestPaths.append(TestPaths.at(i))
17.   end for
18. end for
19. n ::= 0
20. for (i=1 to TransitionEdges.length)
21.   for j=1 to TestPaths.length/ TransitionEdges.length
22.     transitionEdgeModel ::= TransitionEdges.at(i)
23.     transitionEdge ::= transitionEdgeModel.sourceState+"->" + transitionEdgeModel.guard + transitionEdgeModel.targetState
```

Figure 8. A test path construction algorithm

Every path is read to identify the classes and their initial states. The sequence numbers in a test path determine the sequence of sending the messages. Execution of each test path requires test data. These data have to be provided by the user or generated automatically.
2.4. Test Execution and Test Result Assessment

After the model has been created, the test paths are generated and executed using the provided test data, results are evaluated and saved in a file. Test paths are composed from the sequences of messages starting from the first and ending at final nodes in the graph. UML model has to be presented in XMI format, so that it can be parsed and needed objects identified. Each message is retrieved from the communication diagram. Further all states of the sending objects are stored. Only those objects states are selected which are capable to receive the message.

Figure 9 shows the static structure of test execution environment.

In order to be able to execute test paths, test data using a state invariant have to be generated manually. These test data include initial message parameter values and class variables needed to set states for the objects in communication diagram. The user can add test values manually by picking random values from the state invariants and saving them in a data file. Test data are provided for the methods called in test paths, then the application is tested and results are stored in a result file. This file contains object states before and after each test path message. Afterwards, the test results are compared with the expected results. Object states before and after the message in the test path compose the expected result. The test path is successfully passed if all object states are equal. Test results and message names are saved in a file.

All test path combinations have to be generated to fully cover all possible sequences in the graph. The number of combinations depends on the model size as it is illustrated in Figure 10.

It is obvious that the number of different combinations of test paths can grow exponentially when the software system is large. This disadvantage of the proposed technique needs to be improved in the future.

3. Conclusions and Future Work

This paper presented a formal technique for the testing process based on UML model consisting of communication and state machine diagrams. Using this approach, the object graph is generated and the system is tested by checking communication between objects in different states. The proposed technique is suitable for the systems where the functionality of one object depends on the state of another object. The accomplished tasks are the construction of UML model, implementation of test graph generation and assessment of results.

The testing approach presented in this paper is rather complex and needs to be simplified in order to
use it for integration testing widely. In real software systems, the number of state transitions can grow exponentially, therefore the testing process may become difficult and time consuming.

One of the future investigations could be finding a solution to identify a set of paths which have the highest possibility to detect faults in the system. Another improvement of this technique would be finding a way for the automated generation of test data.
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